
Stone cold glamour
Stonemason Jim Flanders’ stunning work is
testament to his valued reputation among industry
professionals and homeowners.

The craftsmanship of Jim Flanders Stonemason is highly sought after by homeowners, 

builders and architects alike. “They generally approach me all

searching for a stone design that is ‘unique’ and ‘original’,” says Jim. It is then left to 

him to provide a series of pleasing design ideas that overcome site restrictions and 

exude individuality.

“A lot of groundwork is always required,” says Jim. “Generally I produce panels 

of the stonelook I am able to create and then gage the client’s response. Usually

after a few trial and errors that a final stone type and design is decided on.”

Jim sources materials from overseas as well as local quarries in order to provide

a completely original patterns and products.
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The craftsmanship of Jim Flanders Stonemason is highly sought after by
homeowners, builders and architects alike. “They generally approach me all
searching for a stone design that is ‘unique’ and ‘original’,” says Jim. It is then

left to him to provide a series of pleasing design ideas that overcome site restrictions
and exude individuality.

“A lot of groundwork is always required,” says Jim. “Generally I produce panels
of the stonelook I am able to create and then gage the client’s response. Usually
after a few trial and errors that a final stone type and design is decided on.”

Jim sources materials from overseas as well as local quarries in order to provide
a completely original patterns and products.

Stone cold
glamour

A GLASS SPLASHBACK with no joins provides a continuous reflective surface in dove grey.

THE BENCHTOP features 20mm square edged Caesarstone impervious to stains and heat.

BENCHTOP features 20mm square edged Caesarstone impervious to stains and heat.

KEY PRODUCTS

FAST FACTS

� JIM FLANDERS STONEMASON. 12 Quincy Loop, Iluka. 

Mobile: 0407 440 225.

ABOUT Jim Flanders Stonemason

Jim Flanders Stonemason offers a quality service in building and design.
Personally selecting his own special blend of stone for most of his jobs,
Jim is always happy to cater to the client’s request.

Working as a stonemason for more than 35yrs, the quality of
workmanship is obvious in the final results. Jim is well-known in Perth,
having built trusted relationships with reputable builders and architects
who require a high standard of workmanship.

Jim works on projects including restorations, carvings, sandstone 
and granite.
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Stonemason, Jim Flanders provides testament 
to his valued reputation among industry and
homeowners with stunning results.
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homeowners with stunning results.

 

Jim Flanders sTOnemasOn. 12 Quincy loop, iluka Wa.
Phone/Fax (08) 9304 0223, mobile: 0407 440 225
Email: jflamdersstone@hotmail.com
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THE WALL IS FORMULATED from a mixture of local and overseas stone to provide a coarsed 
random style with larger pieces involved. The prooject incorporates chiseled cut quoins.  Above.

TRADITIONAL BROAD BOOKLEAF STONE features with cut quoins (chiseled corners) 
to accommodate the long, thin shapes of the stone. Left.


